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FLOOR PLAN
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Artworks to be
displayed along the
main gallery wall.
The artworks will be
on rotation due to
the limited space.
Geometric patterns
to be printed on
vinyl to align with
theme.

NOTES:
Artworks shall be mounted on
a hanging system along the
13'-11" gallery wall. Details of
hanging system will be
highlighted on elevation
drawings.
-

Geometric patterns, which
align with Remote: Art from
the Pandemic aesthetic, shall
be printed on vinyl and
placed on the corner of the
gallery wall.

-

Didactic statement shall be
printed on vinyl.

-

Furniture may be configured.

-

iPad tablets to view the virtual
exhibition. There will be two
tablets total. One tablet shall
be along the fireplace wall.
The second tablet shall be in
front of the main gallery wall.

-

The postcard and exhibition
booklet with the complete
artist statements will be
available at the gallery and
viewable online via the
SOURCE website.

ID- 1

Didactic wall includes:
- A statement that provides information
on what the exhibition is about
- Has the logo and graphics from Remote:
Art from the Pandemic

DIDACTIC WALL
Scale: 3/8"=1'-0"
NOTES:
Geometric patterns, which
align with Remote: Art from
the Pandemic aesthetic, shall
be printed on vinyl and
placed on the corner of the
gallery wall.
Didactic statement shall be
printed on vinyl.

-

iPad tablets to view the virtual
exhibition. One tablet shall be
along the fireplace wall.

-

The postcard and exhibition
booklet with the complete
artist statements will be
available at the gallery and
viewable online via the
SOURCE website.
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ELEVATION - ROTATION 1
Scale: 3/8"=1'-0"

Three labels that detail each row from left to
right. QR code at bottom of the label to view
source website.
Label size: 8.5"x 11"
Artworks are all constant paper size.
The paper size is A2.

NOTES:
Artworks shall be mounted on
a hanging system along the
13'-11" gallery wall.
-

The size of the artworks are
all A2 - 420mm x 594mm
(16.5" x 23.4").

-

As stated on the floor plan,
the artwork will be in rotation
- rotation #1 and rotation #2.
One rotation will have 18
artworks, while the other will
have 19.

-

Geometric patterns, which
align with Remote: Art from
the Pandemic aesthetic, shall
be printed on vinyl and
placed on the corner of the
gallery wall.

-

iPad tablets to view the virtual
exhibition. The second tablet
will be in front of the main
gallery wall.

-

The postcard and exhibition
booklet with the complete
artist statements will be
available at the gallery and
viewable online via the
SOURCE website.

Hanging system that includes:
- Metal Railing - mounted on the wall
- Rod - attached to the railing.
iPad tablet floor stand. The overall dimensions
are 12.0" x 48.8" x 16.0"
Geometric pattern printed on vinyl to match
exhibition's aesthetic.
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ELEVATION - ROTATION 2
Scale: 3/8"=1'-0"

Three labels that detail each row from left to
right. QR code at bottom of the label to view
source website.
Label size: 8.5"x 11"
Artworks are all constant paper size.
The paper size is A2.

NOTES:
Artworks shall be mounted on
a hanging system along the
13'-11" gallery wall.
-

The size of the artworks are
all A2 - 420mm x 594mm
(16.5" x 23.4").

-

As stated on the floor plan,
the artwork will be in rotation
- rotation #1 and rotation #2.
One rotation will have 18
artworks, while the other will
have 19.

-

Geometric patterns, which
align with Remote: Art from
the Pandemic aesthetic, shall
be printed on vinyl and
placed on the corner of the
gallery wall.

-

iPad tablets to view the virtual
exhibition. The second tablet
will be in front of the main
gallery wall.

-

The postcard and exhibition
booklet with the complete
artist statements will be
available at the gallery and
viewable online via the
SOURCE website.

Hanging system that includes:
- Metal Railing - mounted on the wall
- Rod - attached to the railing.
iPad tablet floor stand. The overall dimensions
are 12.0" x 48.8" x 16.0"
Geometric pattern printed on vinyl to match
exhibition's aesthetic.
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